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Abstract 
Current models for transport in dispersions, while grounded in well-established effective medium 
theory (EMT), rely on the assumption of uniformity of the driving force. As consequence, 
theoretical approaches cannot accommodate driving force inhomogeneities as well as variations 
over the space occupied by the dispersed phase particles, and existing EMT-based models 
therefore fail to represent finite particle size effects. Moreover, because transport coefficients are 
generally considered uniform, such models largely pertain to the Henry’s law region. Here, using 
the context of permeation in mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs), we introduce a self-consistent 
theory for transport in dispersion-based composites, which captures effects of isotherm 
nonlinearity and dispersant size without introducing fitting parameters, and accurately predicts 
concentration-dependent permeabilities. The model is validated against rigorous 3d simulations 
of transport in filler-polymer composite MMMs, with excellent agreement between theoretical 
results and those from simulation. Both model and simulations confirm isotherm nonlinearities to 
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have a very significant effect on effective MMM permeability, which is found to be more 
sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity in the filler phase than in the continuous phase. These effects 
disappear when the filler phase is much more permeable than the continuous phase, although 
additional system size effects related to exclusion regions at the ends due to finite particle size 
lead to decrease in permeability with increase in particle size even for linear isotherms. 
Graphical abstract 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Abbreviations 
EMT Effective Medium Theory 
FCA Force-Biased Algorithm 
FEM Finite Element Method 
MCA Monte-Carlo-Based Algorithm 
MMM Mixed-Matrix Membrane 
NRMSE Normalized Root-Mean-Square Error  
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RMSE Root-Mean-Square Error 
Latin letters 
,a b  coefficients for 2K  in Chiew-Glandt model [dimensionless]   
nA  n
th
-order coefficient n+1[mol m s]  
nA
  nn
s
o of fA r D C  [dimensionless]  
C  pseudo-bulk concentration 3[mol m ]  
cC  pseudo-bulk concentration in the continuous phase 
3[mol m ]  
s
cC  saturation concentration in the continuous phase 
3[mol m ]  
fC  pseudo-bulk concentration in the filler phase 
3[mol m ]  
fC
  f f
sC C  [dimensionless]  
s
fC  saturation concentration in the filler phase 
3[mol m ]  
mC  pseudo-bulk concentration in the composite 
3[mol m ]  
*
mC  m oC C [dimensionless]  
1mC  pseudo-bulk concentration in the retentate side of the composite 
3[mol m ]  
1mC
  1 omC C [dimensionless]  
2mC  pseudo-bulk concentration in the permeate side of the composite 
3[mol m ]  
2mC
  2 omC C [dimensionless]  
oC  1mC  
3[mol m ]  
cD  local continuous phase permeability (evaluated at cC ) 
2[m s]  
cD
  c ofD D  [dimensionless]  
fD  local filler phase permeability (evaluated at fC ) 
2[m s]  
fD
  f ofD D  [dimensionless]  
ecD  effective permeability in the continuous phase (evaluated at mC ) 
2[m s]  
ecD
  ec ofD D  [dimensionless]  
efD  effective permeability in the filler phase (evaluated at mC ) 
2[m s]  
efD
  ef ofD D  [dimensionless]  
effD  effective overall permeability of the composite 
2[m s]  
effD
  eff ofD D  [dimensionless]  
c
effD  effective overall permeability based on the continuous phase 
2[m s]  
f
effD  effective overall permeability based on the filler phase 
2[m s]  
mD  effective local permeability of the composite 
2[m s]  
mD
   m ofD D  [dimensionless]  
ocD  corrected diffusivity (mobility) in the continuous phase 
2[m s]  
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ofD  corrected diffusivity (mobility) in the filler phase 
2[m s]  
f  fugacity [Pa]   
1f  fugacity in the retentate side of the composite [Pa]  
2f  fugacity in the permeate side of the composite [Pa]  
cI  arbitrary adsorbed concentration in the continuous phase 
3[mol m ]  
fI   arbitrary adsorbed concentration in the filler phase 
3[mol m ]  
J  steady-state flux at position ( , , )x y z  
2[mol m s]  
cJ  steady-state flux through the continuous phase at position ( , , )x y z  
2[mol m s]  
fJ  steady-state flux through the filler phase at position ( , , )x y z  
2[mol m s]  
mJ  flux through the composite 
2[mol m s]  
mJ
  m o ofJ D C  [dimensionless]  
tJ  net flux through the filler particle 
2[mol m s]  
tJ
  
t o
s
f fJ D C  [dimensionless]  
cK  affinity constant in the continuous phase 
3[m mol]  
hK  Henry’s law constant in the continuous phase [dimensionless]  
fK  affinity constant in the filler phase 
3[m mol]  
2K  coefficient of Chiew-Glandt model [dimensionless]  
cK
  c c
sK C  [dimensionless]  
fK
  
f f
sK C  [dimensionless]  
hK
  
hK  [dimensionless]  
 Composite thickness [m]  
n  number of terms in summation [dimensionless]  
nP  n
th
-order Legendre polynomial [dimensionless]  
r  location in particle [m]  
or  particle radius [m]  
R  ideal gas constant 3 Pa m[m ol K]   
T  operating temperate [K]  
x  location in the composite [m]  
x  location of the particle surface in the composite [m]  
 
Greek letters 
  ef ecD D  [dimensionless]  
  ( 1) ( 2)    [dimensionless]  
  co
sC C  [dimensionless]  
  oc ofD D  [dimensionless]  
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mC  2 1m mC C  
3[mol m ]  
mC
  2 1m mC C
   [dimensionless]  
  x  [dimensionless]  
  x  [dimensionless]  
  angular position in the particle surface [rad]  
  
or r  [dimensionless]  
  or  [dimensionless]  
  
fo
sC C  [dimensonless]  
   filler volume fraction [dimensonless]  
  locally averaged filler volume fraction [dimensonless]  
   mean filler volume fraction [dimensonless]  
o   nominal filler volume fraction [dimensonless]  
m   maximum filler volume fraction [dimensonless]  
  general solution of the filler transport equation [mol m s]  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs) comprise a selective polymer matrix with a dispersed 
nanoporous particulate adsorbent as filler (e.g. a zeolite, metal-organic framework material or 
activated carbon) [1,2]. Such organic-inorganic composites can be tailored to provide both high 
permeability and selectivity [3,4], offering superior performance relative to membranes prepared 
on the individual components[1,5,6] and exceeding the polymer upper bound [2,7]. Nevertheless, 
while much effort has been devoted to the development of MMMs [3,8,9], little progress has 
been made to advance beyond the early models of Maxwell and Bruggeman for conduction in 
dispersions [10,11], on which most permeation models for MMM are founded [12–20]. These 
early models were developed for systems with uniform conductivities (e.g. concentration-
independent permeabilities in the filler and polymer in the case of MMMs) and uniform driving 
force (i.e. concentration gradient), limitations that are yet to be superseded. 
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Maxwell [10] developed a model for the effective electric resistivity of an infinitely dilute 
cluster of spheres embedded in an infinite continuous matrix using the effective medium theory 
(EMT) approach. Such an approach has been extended to a wide group of physical processes; 
these include heat conduction [21–23], transport in dielectric composite materials [24–26] and 
gas permeation in MMMs [3,27,28], amongst a myriad of such applications [12,14,29–31]. 
However, because Maxwell [10] assumed that the separation between dispersed particles was 
significantly larger than their size, the applicability of such model is limited to dilute 
suspensions, with filler volume fraction less than about 0.2 [13,18,19,30]. 
A number of analytical expressions falling under the scope of EMT have been proposed for 
more dense composites [11,15,21,29–34], among which those of Jeffrey [31], Chiew and Glandt 
[30], Lewis and Nielsen [15], Bruggeman [11], and Pal [21] have received significant application 
in various fields [3,8,13,32,35,36]. The first two of these are developed around Maxwell’s 
effective medium result, by considering the transport in a large system comprising interacting 
particles, while the latter two are founded on the differential effective medium theory [37,38]. In 
this latter theory the composite is incrementally built up by random addition of small amounts of 
the dispersed particles [11,13,21,29]. The Lewis-Nielsen model [15,39], on the other hand, 
corresponds to an empirical modification of Maxwell’s result for use in composites having 
regular filler packing, in which fitting parameter 
m  (maximum filler volume fraction) accounts 
for the packing structure and additional dispersant properties-related effects [12,18,32]. While 
the different newer models attempt to incorporate interaction between dispersed particles, either 
by averaging effective transport properties over larger particle sets [40,41] or building up the 
composite through incremental homogenization [21,37], the limitations of uniform conductivities 
and a uniform gradient, inherent to the Maxwell model, remain to be overcome [14,27,28]. 
Under these conditions, the effects of isotherm nonlinearity and dispersant particle size vanish, 
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which may be unrealistic in practice. Furthermore, although isotherm nonlinearity is frequently 
integrated into EMT-based models through the Darken or free volume theories [19,42–46], the 
interplay between isotherm nonlinearity and finite filler size remains unaddressed in such 
models, since a uniform field based on the mean bulk concentration of the permeant is 
commonly assumed [3,8,14,43,47,48]. 
Although the effect of filler particle size on the composite performance has receive some 
experimental attention [49–54], the results are clouded by the confluence of several factors such 
as reduced agglomeration [50,53] and decreased effect of interfacial resistance in the polymer 
[51,55] with increase in particle size, in addition to interplay with isotherm nonlinearity. While 
some authors report increase of the permeability with increase in particle size [50–53], others 
report an opposite tendency even with nonporous filler particles [49,56]. Therefore, it has not 
been possible to unambiguously distinguish between these effects of different mechanism on the 
composite performance, and little theoretical progress in this direction has been accomplished 
beyond Pal’s method [21,32]. In such approaches, particle size is embedded in a single fitting 
parameter ( )m  into which all morphology-related effects such as particle shape, size 
distribution and arrangement are empirically consigned [12,15,18,21,32], masking isotherm 
nonlinearity-related particle size effects. Further, these effects of nonlinearity are not captured by 
the Henry law isotherm implicit in EMT-based models, because of the underlying assumption 
that transport coefficients in both filler and continuous phases are independent of the field 
variable [8,13,14,19,48,57–59]. Moreover, because EMT treats the actual dispersed system under 
the restriction that the filler phase is finely dispersed in the continuous phase, so that the 
composite can be considered locally homogeneous [21,27,28,47,60,61], non-uniformities in the 
driving force (e.g. in concentration gradient) and the associated variations over the space 
occupied by the filler particles are not considered in this approach. Besides, the approach also 
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overlooks the exclusion zone at each end, in which there can be no particle centers, and which 
become significant when the particle size is not negligible in comparison to system size [43]. As 
result, EMT-based models fail to predict the effective transport properties when particle size is 
not small relative to the overall composite dimensions [33].  
Here we seek to understand the effect of particle size in the absence of both filler particle 
agglomeration and interfacial resistance in the polymer, and thereby to advance EMT to embrace 
nonlinear isotherm-related behavior. To this end, we develop a theory that incorporates the 
dependence of transport coefficients on the field variable (e.g. concentration) in a self-consistent 
manner. Thus, we incorporate isotherm nonlinearity, until now overlooked, into the permeation 
model, and show that this nonlinear sorption affects intra-particle transport leading to sensitivity 
of the permeability to nonuniformity of the concentration field. Furthermore, we consider finite 
system size effects that arise when filler particle size is not negligible in comparison to the 
overall composite size. In this way, we extend our model [33], initially developed for finite 
composites using constant phase diffusivities and operating in the Henry’s law region, to systems 
having non-uniform phase diffusivities with strong dependence on the concentration field. The 
theory is validated by means of detailed simulations conducted using the commercial software 
COMSOL
®
, and we show that isotherm nonlinearities lead to sensitivity to particle size, 
prominent in finite sized systems operating beyond the Henry law region. While our technique is 
general, and the approach applicable to other forms of transport such as thermal and electrical 
conduction, in what follows we illustrate its formulation using the context of permeation in 
MMMs.  
2. METHODS 
2.1. Theory 
2.1.1. Model formulation 
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Our model system is that of a flat composite membrane, comprising spherical filler particles 
randomly dispersed in a polymer matrix. The basic model assumptions are: 
( )i  The composite is flat with finite thickness and all filler particles lie within the system. 
( )ii  The filler particles are spherical and non-overlapping. 
( )iii  Permeant Fickian diffusivities in the polymer and filler follow the Darken relationship. 
( )iv  Sorption equilibrium is established around the filler particle surface.  
To illustrate our strategy for incorporating particle size effects and transport coefficient 
dependence on the concentration field, we consider a single spherical particle of radius 
or  
centered at position x  within a polymer matrix of thickness , as depicted in Figure 1. The 
crux of our approach lies in the determination of a position-dependent effective permeability 
for the filler, ( )efD x , in the presence of a non-uniform external pseudo-bulk concentration 
field, ( )mC x , of the adsorptive in the composite, where x  is the local value of x  at any 
position on the particle surface. This effective filler permeability is then combined with that of 
the surrounding continuous polymer matrix, ( )ecD x , to estimate the local position-dependent 
permeability of the composite, ( )mD x , by means of EMT. 
 
Figure 1.Variation of pseudo-concentration field on filler surface in a flat composite membrane. 
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As depicted in Figure 1, we use the pseudo-bulk concentration as the field variable rather than 
actual adsorptive concentrations in each phase, which simplifies the condition of interfacial 
equilibrium at the particle surface as ( )( ,,) f omC x rx C   , with fC  being the pseudo-bulk 
concentration in the filler particle. Thus, a particle centered at x  experiences a position-
dependent external pseudo-bulk concentration field, ( )mC x , on its surface, such that this 
concentration variation on the surface drives the permeation through the filler phase particles. 
And so, by considering this non-uniform pseudo-bulk concentration field around the particle 
surface, we define the effective filler phase permeability, ( )efD x , for use in the EMT as 
 
 
( )
( ) tef
m
D
J x
x
dC dx


 (1) 
where ( )tJ x  is the net flux leaving the particle, i.e. the mean flux over the particle upper 
hemisphere (c.f. Figure 1), and the concentration gradient, 
mdC dx , is evaluated at the particle 
center. Thus, to be able to calculate ( )efD x  via Eq. (1), our model comprises two main parts: 
( )i  Transport in the filler particle. Since we use the pseudo-bulk concentration in the filler ( )fC  
and composite ( )mC , rather than the adsorbed concentrations as field variables, our diffusivities 
have similar connotation as permeabilities. For nonideal bulk gas C f RT , and represents the 
activity, where f  is the fugacity. Thus, the pseudo-bulk concentration profile in the filler particle 
is defined by the azimuthally uniform two-dimensional steady-state mass transport equation, as 
 
2
2 2
1 1
( ) ( )sin 0
sin
f f
f f f fD D
C C
r C C
r r r r

  
     
    
      
 (2) 
where for a particle centered at location x , the boundary conditions are: 
 0, finitefr C    (3) 
 , ( , , ) ( ) 0o of mr r C x r C x        (4) 
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with cosox x r     corresponding to the dispersant particle surface (c.f. Figure 1). Further, in 
Eq. (2), ( )f fD C  is the intra-particle diffusivity, and follows ( ) ( )f f of f f fC I CD D C  [46,62], 
based on the Darken relation, in which ( )f fI C  is an arbitrary adsorption isotherm in the filler.  
On defining ( , , )x r   as: 
 
 , ,
0
( , , ) ( )
fC x r
ff fDx r C dC

       (5) 
the general solution of Eq. (2) is given by [63]: 
  
0
, , ( ) (cos ), 0nn n o
n
x r A x r P r r  


     (6) 
where (cos )nP   are Legendre functions with 1,2,3, ,n   , and coefficients ( )nA x  depend on 
the filler-to-matrix interfacial equilibrium, as follows: 
 
0
2 1
( ) ( , , ) (cos )sin
2
n o nn
o
A
n
x x r P d
r

    

     (7) 
Using the solution in Eq. (6), we may obtain the filler particle through-flux along the 
macroscopic coordinate x , as 
 2
0
( ) 2 ( ) sin cos
o
f
t f f
r r
d
J x d
d
C
D C
x

  

 
  
 
   (8) 
following Bhatia [62]. The term in square brackets in Eq. (8) is obtained applying the chain rule 
to Eq. (6), following 1cos ( ) i (s )nx r r             , which leads to 
 
1 22
0
0
( ) 2 ( ) 1 ( 3)cos (cos )sinnt n o n
n
J x A x r n P d

   



        (9) 
where ( )tJ x  is explicitly related to the particle size ( )or  and the external field through the 
coefficients ( )nA x , without introducing arbitrary fitting parameters into the model. This permits 
evaluation of the effective filler phase permeability, ( )efD x , in the presence of the surrounding 
pseudo-bulk concentration field, ( )mC x , through Eq. (1). 
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( )ii  Transport in the composite. To determine the position-varying pseudo-bulk concentration in 
the composite, ( )mC x , we consider the one dimensional steady-state transport equation, 
following: 
 ( 0) mm
dCd
D x
dx dx
 
 
 
  (10) 
with boundary conditions: 
 
10, m mx C C    (11) 
 
2, m mx C C    (12) 
where 
1mC  and 2mC  correspond to retentate and permeate pseudo-bulk concentrations, 
respectively, at the membrane surfaces (c.f. Figure 1). The effective local permeability of the 
composite, ( )mD x , in Eq. (10), is estimated using the Chiew-Glandt model [30]; thus: 
 
2 2
21 2 ( ) 3 ( )
( ) ( )
1 ( )
m ec
x K
D x
x
D x
x  

    

  (13) 
with ( 1) ( 2)     , ( ) ( )ef ecD x D x   and 
3
2
2 ( ) ( ) ( )K a b x     [13,33]. Here, the 
effective continuous phase permeability, ( )ecD x , follows the Darken relation, so that
( ) ( )ec oc c m mx I CD D C , with ( )c mI C  being an arbitrary adsorption isotherm in the polymer. The 
choice of the Chiew-Glandt model to describe the effective local permeability of the composite 
(or diffusivity, since we use the pseudo-bulk concentration as the field variable) is based on the 
comparison of effective overall permeability estimations of the most popular EMT models to 
simulation results when effect of particle size is negligible on the MMM performance [33]. Such 
comparison is also presented in Section 3.1, using parameter values of current work. Further, the 
locally averaged filler volume fraction,  , is given by [33]: 
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2
3
0 0
3
( ) ( cos ) sin , 0 cos
2
or
o
x x r r d dr x r
r

             (14) 
which accounts for nonlocality of the local filler volume fraction, ( ).x  Here, we recognize the 
presence of a profile, ( )x , of the filler volume fraction in the membrane, since there is an 
excluded region of thickness 
or  at each end in which no particle centers can lie. Following our 
recent work [33], ( )x  is given by: 
 
 
2
3
2
3
(3 ) 0 2
4
( ) 2 2
( ) 3 ( ) 2
4
o
o o
o
o o o
o
o o
o
x r x x r
r
x r x r
x r x r x
r

 


  

   

      

  (15) 
where 
o  is the nominal filler volume fraction and the mean filler volume fraction is 
(1 2 )o or   . Finally, by simultaneously solving Eqs. (1), (7), (9)-(15), the overall 
effective permeability of the composite ( )effD  may be estimated as: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
m
m
eff
m
m m
dC
x
dx
C
J
C
D
D
 
 
  
 
  (16) 
with 
mJ  being the steady-state flux through the composite, and Eq. (16) completes our model.  
2.1.2. Adsorption in the composite constituent phases  
Although numerous experimental studies on MMMs have shown that deviations from Henry’s 
law are common under usual operating pressures (1 10 Bar)  [9,42,64–70], leading to nonlinear 
concentration profiles and non-uniform composite permeabilities, existing permeation models 
poorly describe such deviations because of the underlying assumption of uniformity of the 
concentration gradient [3,8,14], which masks isotherm nonlinearity-related particle size effects. 
The model developed above overcomes such limitations, by accommodating arbitrary adsorption 
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isotherms in the composite constituent phases, for which both effective filler and continuous 
phase permeabilities (diffusivities) depend on the pseudo-bulk concentration field. Furthermore, 
since this field and the effective MMM permeability are derived self-consistently, by integrating 
over the membrane while accounting for end effects through the filler volume fraction profile, 
the model also overcomes the limitation of an infinitely large system inherent to earlier 
approaches. Here, we implemented the proposed model using typical nonlinear isotherms in both 
constituent phases of the composite, as follows: 
( )i  Adsorption in the filler phase. Given that experimental adsorption data for various porous 
fillers have been well fitted by the Langmuir model [42,64–66,68,69,71], we consider 
Langmuirian adsorption in the filler. Upon combining Eq. (5) with the Darken equation, and 
substituting the result for ( , , )x r   in Eq. (7), we obtain:  
 
0
2 1
( ) ln 1 ( ) (cos )sin
2
s
n of f m n
o
fn
n
A x C K CD x P d
r

  

      (17) 
where 
fK  is the gas affinity constant for the filler and 
s
fC  the corresponding saturation 
concentration (maximum capacity) of the adsorbate in the dispersed phase. Here, we consider 
1( )m mC x C   for 0x   and 2( )m mC x C   for x  . 
( )ii  Adsorption in the continuous phase. For glassy polymers, the superposition of Henry's law 
and the Langmuir isotherm is commonly used to characterize gas adsorption [42,65,67,69,70]. 
Thus, following the Darken equation, the effective transport coefficient in the polymer matrix 
comprises the additive contribution of the two modes: 
 ( )
1 ( )
s
c c
ec oc h
c m
K C
x K
K
D
C x
D
 
  
 
  (18) 
where 
hK  is Henry’s law constant, cK  the gas affinity constant in the polymer and 
s
cC  the 
saturation concentration of the gas in the continuous phase.  
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2.1.3. Dimensionless model 
Eqs. (1), (9)-(18) comprise the model for transport in MMMs studied here. In dimensionless 
form, these equations yield: 
( )i  Transport in the filler particle.  
Following the definitions in the nomenclature section, Eq. (1) is rewritten as 
 
( )
( ) tef
m
J
dC d
D


 




  
  (19) 
where the dimensionless filler through-flux in Eq. (9) is given by: 
 
22
0
0
2
( ) ( ) 1 ( 3)cos (cos )sint nn
n
J A n P d

     
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and ( )nA   in Eq. (17) is replaced by its dimensionless counterpart 
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with cos      .  
( )ii  Transport in the composite 
The steady-state transport equation for the composite in Eq. (10) is rewritten as 
 ( ) 0mm
dCd
D
d d

 

   
 
  (22) 
for which the boundary conditions, following Eqs. (11) and (12), are given by: 
 
10, 1m mC C
      (23) 
 
21, 0m mC C
      (24) 
The Chiew-Glandt model in Eq. (13) is rewritten as 
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  (25) 
where the locally averaged filler volume fraction in Eq. (14) is given by: 
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with the filler volume fraction in Eq. (15) rewritten as 
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while the effective continuous phase permeability following Eq. (18) is given in dimensionless 
form by: 
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and finally, the effective overall permeability of the composite in Eq. (16), is given in 
dimensionless form by:  
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In summary, Eq. (19)-(29) comprise the model to be solved here. The model is solved using 
Matlab®, following the algorithm depicted in Figure 2. Here, the 
2-norm  of the vector 
difference between the pseudo-bulk concentration of current and previous iteration is used as 
stopping criterion in the loop, in which the convergence tolerance is set to be 
5Tol 10 . For 
ease of analysis, all results are presented in dimensionless form in Section 3. 
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Figure 2. Algorithm for model solution. 
2.2. Simulation details 
The above model has been validated against exact permeability calculations based on rigorous 
simulations of 3d-MMMs, in which we implemented the finite element method (FEM) to solve 
the coupled 3d partial differential equations for the diffusion of a pure component gas in the 
composite using COMSOL Multiphysics
®
 software package with LiveLink
TM
 for MATLAB
®
. 
We proceed in the same manner as our previous work [33] to calculate the effective permeability 
through the MMM. Nevertheless, we modified our protocol to produce randomly distributed sets 
of particles in the composite. To ensure truly random filler structures within the simulation box, 
in place of the Monte-Carlo-based algorithm (MCA), previously used to randomize the position 
of each filler particle within the simulation box, we performed simulations of hard-sphere 
ensembles using a Force-Biased algorithm (FBA) [72,73], implemented by Baranau [74] for 
monodisperse spheres.  
The FBA is fundamentally a molecular dynamics program, initialized with a random 
distribution of sphere centers in the simulation box. In each iteration, repulsion forces are 
calculated between pair of overlapping spheres based on an elastic potential [72,73], 
Consequently, all spheres are moved simultaneously in the direction of the force acting on each 
one of them during each iteration. Alternatively, the MCA is a simple Metropolis algorithm that 
anneals particle center locations for many iterations. The algorithm is initialized with a regular 
distribution of sphere centers (e.g. cubic or hexagonal lattice) [33], and particles are moved to a 
random location in each iteration, only if they do not overlap. While we recognize that both 
approaches may lead to random filler structures, the MCA requires highly large number of 
iterations to yield truly random structures. Thus, the use of such an algorithm is impractical for 
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moderate-high filler particle loadings  0.2  . While the overall composite performance is 
only weakly sensitive to the filler packing structure [33], we find here that the local behavior is 
sensitive to randomness of the dispersed phase. A comparison of the effective overall 
permeability profiles resulting from filler packing structures generated by the MCA and FBA is 
provided in Section 3.2 for the largest particle size ( 4 m)or   considered in this study.  
For every packing fraction, we generated five independent random configuration sets, in which 
the hard-sphere simulations were set for a desired number of particles and particle diameter 
while the contraction rate was successively decreased from 210  to 410 , as the number of 
particles was increased in the simulation box. For denser loadings, i.e. 0.35  , we generated 
initial packings with contraction rates between 310  and 410 . Subsequently, we decreased the 
contraction rate to values between 510  and 610  while using such initial configuration to restart 
the hard-sphere simulation. A typical final assembly of sphere centers within the simulation box 
is shown in Figure 3, for which 4 mor   and with 0.4  . 
 
Figure 3. Typical structure of sphere centers within the simulation box. 
Our simulations consider steady state transport through the composite, following 
 ( ) 0J    (30) 
with boundary conditions: 
 
10, (0, , ) mmx C y z C    (31) 
 
2, ,, ( ) mm yx C z C    (32) 
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where J  is the steady-state flux at position ( , , )x y z . Fick’s law is used to describe the flux in 
both dispersed ( )fJ  and continuous ( )cJ  phases: 
 ( )( )f f ffJ D C C    (33) 
 ( )( )c c c cJ D C C    (34) 
Here, 
fC  and cC  are the pseudo-bulk concentration gradients in the filler and polymer, 
respectively. Equality of fluxes and pseudo-bulk concentrations are automatically set as 
boundary conditions at the filler-to-matrix interface (particles surface) while periodic boundary 
conditions are applied at the membrane ends in the y  and z . Further, ( )f fD C  and ( )ccD C  are 
the local permeant diffusivities in each phase, and follow the Darken relation, consequently: 
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   (36) 
A stationary fully coupled linear direct solver (MUMPS) is used to determine the numerical 
solutions of Eqs. (30)-(36). Further, tetrahedral meshes are used to implement the FEM, in which 
maximum and minimum element sizes are set to linearly decrease with increase of the mean 
filler volume fraction in the simulation box. In this way, composite membranes with large filler 
concentrations are subdivided into finer elements to ensure accuracy of the simulation solution. 
Minimum mesh density is 325 elements/ m  for the overall study, which corresponds to the flat 
pure polymer membrane. Alternatively, maximum mesh density is 7 31.5 10  elements/ m  for the 
overall study, which corresponds to MMMs with the smallest particle size ( 0.05μm)or   and 
filler loading equal to 0.475  . All meshes are optimized to avoid highly large elements and 
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inverted elements. Furthermore, simulations are checked to have coverage with the mesh density 
and simulation box size, as described in our previous work [33].  
After simultaneously solving Eqs. (30)-(36), the effective overall permeability of the composite 
is calculated via Eq. (16), where the steady-state flux through the membrane, 
mJ , here is given 
by: 
 
( ,
(
)
)
,
yz
m
yz
x y z dydz
dydz
J
J x 


  (37) 
which is independent of x  for the semi-infinite flat simulated MMM. Further, the effective local 
permeability ( )m  is calculated using the steady-state flux through the composite, as follows: 
 
 
( ) mm
m
D
J
x
dC dx
   (38) 
where the mean pseudo-bulk concentration gradient at any position, x , along the flow direction 
is the planar average: 
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  (39) 
Similarly, the mean pseudo-bulk concentration at location x  is given by: 
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  (40) 
Further, the mean filler volume fraction at any position, x , in the flow direction is calculated as: 
 ( ) f
yz
dzdy
x
dydz





  (41) 
where f  is the area occupied by the filler phase at a given yz -plane. Finally, we averaged 
( )mJ x , ( )mD x , ( )mC x , mdC dx  and ( )x  over five independent random particle sets for the 
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same packing fraction. Thus, simulation data in Section 3 correspond to averaged values, in 
which error bars corresponding to one standard deviation accompany every point.  
Parameter values used here in both model solution and simulations execution are summarized 
in Table 1. They are based on literature values for 
2CO  permeation through a MMM comprising 
carbon molecular sieves in Ultem
®
1000 polymer [42,66,68], with original source values and 
units presented in parentheses. Further, the values of the corrected diffusivities in both filler 
( )ofD  and continuous ( )ocD  phases are estimated following:  
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based on the experimental values for the overall effective permeability of individual filler ( )feffD  
and continuous ( )ceffD  phases of prepared membranes. Here, Eqs. (42) and (43) result from the 
integration of the one-dimensional transport equation across the membrane, in which diffusivities 
follow the Darken relation using the adsorption isotherms described in Section 2.1.2.  
We note that even though both simulation and theory use the Darken relation to describe 
permeability profiles in each phase, our simulations use actual local pseudo-bulk concentrations 
in each phase ( ),f cC C  to calculate the corresponding local transport coefficients ( ),f cD D , while 
our theoretical approach uses the effective pseudo-bulk concentration in the MMM ( )mC  to 
calculate the effective transport coefficients in each phase. Consequently, ( ) ( )e f ff mD DC C  
and ( ) ( )e c cc mD DC C , and no direct comparison of these phase-specific profiles is possible.  
Table 1. Parameter values used in model and simulation-based calculations. 
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Parameter Value Units 
s
cC  
31.04 10 (23.38)  33 3m STPol m (cm cm )  
s
fC  
35.45 10 (122.1)  33 3m STPol m (cm cm )  
11mC f RT  
21.35 10  
3mol m  
22mC f RT  0  
3mol m  
oC  
21.35 10  
3mol m  
c
effD  
121.24 (1 )10 .45  2m (Bas rrer)  
f
effD  
11103.77 (44)  2m (Bas rrer)  
ocD  
131.62 10  
2m s  
ofD  
136.73 10  
2m s  
1f  
5103.45 (50)  Pa (psia)  
2f  0 (0)  Pa (psia)  
cK  
21.01 10 (0.399)  -3 1m mol (atm )  
fK  
22.23 10 (0.060)  -3 1m mol (psia )  
hK  1.03(0.916)  
3 3dimensionless (cm ( cmSTP) atm)  
 25  m  
or  0.05, 2, 4  m  
R  8.3144622  
3m Pa mol K  
T  308.15(35)  
oK ( C)  
   0, 0.5  dimensionless  
 
Finally, to provide an estimate of the computational cost of both theory and simulation, Table 
2 compares average computational times per data point of theory vs. simulation for the studied 
filler particle sizes. In general, simulations require considerably larger computational times than 
the theory. Here, simulation computation time decreases with increase of particle size, as 
simulation meshes are coarser for larger particle sizes. On the other hand, the theory computation 
time increases with increase of particle size, as it requires additional iterations to yield coverage 
of the pseudo-bulk concentration profile.  
Table 2. Comparison between theoretical and simulation-based computation times. 
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Particle size ( )  
[dimensionless] 
Average time per 
theoretical data point 
 hours  
Average time per 
simulation-based data point
 hours  
0.002  0.14  26.92  
0.080  1.84  15.91 
0.160  4.45  10.67  
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Comparison of the effective overall permeability of the composite based on EMT 
models and simulation with negligible particle size 
Considering that EMT-based models are more appropriate to be used when particle size is 
negligible relative to system thickness, so that the composite may be assumed as an infinite 
continuum, Figure 4 depicts a comparison between the effective overall permeability, effD

, 
estimated via the most popular EMT models and our simulations for a relative particle size 
0.002  . For this comparison, we consider uniform polymer and filler permeabilities in the 
EMT-based models, i.e. we assume 44 Barrerfef effD D   and 1.45Barrer
c
ec effD D   (c.f. 
Table 1) in addition to constant uniform filler volume fraction equal to o  , as for this 
small value of  the effect of particle size on effD

is negligible [33]. We use 0.645m   in the 
Lewis-Nielsen and Pal models, which corresponds to the limit of random-close packing [74]. 
Here, simulations were implemented using nonlinear isotherms in both filler and continuous 
phases of the composite, as described in Section 2.2. Further, each model is accompanied by its 
percentage normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE), in which the span of simulation data 
(defined as the maximum minus the minimum effD

 values) is used to normalize all root mean 
squared errors (RMSE). 
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In Figure 4, the Pal and Maxwell models do not provide good match with the exact 
calculations, having percentage errors of 25.1%  and 12.5% , respectively. On the other hand, the 
Lewis-Nielsen, Chiew-Glandt and Bruggeman models are in good agreement with the exact 
calculations, with deviations of 2.4% , 1.1%  and 4.2% , respectively. Here, we seek to establish 
the effect of particle size on the effective overall permeability of the composite without 
incorporation of fitting parameters to the model. Thus, we avoid using the Lewis-Nielsen model, 
as it corresponds to an empirical modification of the Maxwell equation for application to regular 
filler packings [20]. Further, while the Bruggeman and Chiew-Glandt models consider 
interaction between dispersed particles in their formulation, their underlying assumptions differ 
from one the other. On one hand, Bruggeman’s theory considers that the composite is gradually 
built up by successively adding new particles to an existing composite, assuming that newly 
added particles only interact with those already placed in the composite since they are too diluted 
to interact among themselves [23,37]. On the other, Chiew and Glandt’s approach considers 
simultaneous interaction of all particles in the system, averaging over all possible configurations 
[30,41]. As result, the Chiew-Glandt model corresponds to exact second-order expansion of 
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Maxwell equation, in which the 
2K  term involves the exact contribution of particle-to-particle 
interactions, without introduction of empirical parameters in the model. Moreover, the Chiew-
Glandt model is particularly appropriate for systems with relatively high particle concentrations 
and large differences amongst transport properties of the constituent phases [13,41], as the 
systems considered here.  
Figure 4. Comparison between predictions of EMT-based models and simulation, for the 
effective overall permeability of the composite with negligible effect of particle size. 
The above arguments justify the use of the Chiew-Glandt model to calculate the effective 
composite permeability, ( )mD 
 , in Eq. (25). Further, comparison of exact calculations and 
EMT-based models with MMMs operating in the Henry’s law region (low gas pressures) also 
showed good agreement between the Chiew-Glandt model and exact calculations [33]. In this 
earlier study, the Lewis-Nielsen and Bruggeman models overpredicted the effective overall 
permeability of the 3d MMMs. This indicates that the proximity between theoretical trends of the 
Lewis-Nielsen, Chiew-Glandt and Bruggeman models in Figure 4 is particular to the involved 
values of the filler and polymer permeabilities, and does not correspond to a generalized 
tendency. 
3.2. Comparison of effective overall permeability profiles using FBA and MCA with large 
filler particle size 
While theoretical and simulation-based profiles for the effective overall permeability showed 
good agreement with errors about 3 5%  in our prior work [33] for MMMs operating at low 
pressures, slight deviations between theory and simulation were found in the pseudo-bulk 
concentration profiles at high filler concentrations and large particle sizes, i.e. at 0.35   and 
for 4 mor   ( 0.160)  . Such deviations were associated with the ‘grainy’ texture of the 
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system, arising from layering effects in the filler packing structure. Here, we overcome this 
artifact by implementing the FBA in place of the MCA to generate random sphere packings, and 
find that theoretical results better match exact calculations when using the FBA-generated 
structures. Further, simulations no longer display systematic sinusoidal curvature in the pseudo-
bulk concentration profile across the MMM.  
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Figure 5 depicts a comparison between theory and simulation-based effective overall 
permeability profiles using either packing structures generated with the MCA or FBA for 
4 mor  , and showing the NRMSE between theory and simulation in the same color of 
corresponding simulation-based profile. Here, we use the span of FBA-based permeabilities to 
normalize both FBA and MCA-based RMSE. For this comparison, both simulation and theory 
use nonlinear adsorption isotherms, as described in Section 2.2. Further, the effective overall 
permeability profiles are only shown for mean volume fractions less than 0.439  , 
corresponding to nominal filler volume fractions less than (1 2 ) 0.645o or    , as 
particles rearrange to form crystalline regular regions within the simulation box at denser filler 
loadings [73,74]. The inset in Figure 5 compares simulation-based pseudo-bulk concentration 
profiles to the theoretical for 0.4  , also showing the percentage deviation between theory 
and simulation using color conventions in the legend. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the effective overall permeability of the composite using the MCA 
and FBA generated structures. 
In Figure 5, the simulation-based effective overall permeability profiles using the MCA and 
FBA are essentially the same, with the error between theory and simulation slightly smaller for 
the FBA-generated structures (1.9%) . Nevertheless, a smoother pseudo-bulk concentration 
profile is obtained from simulation with the FBA-generated configurations, decreasing the 
deviation between theory and simulation from 8.0%  to 0.9% . 
 
 
3.3. Effect of particle size on the effective overall permeability 
A key focus of this work is the detailed consideration of the effect of particle size on the 
effective overall permeability of the composite in the presence of nonlinear adsorption. Figure 6a 
compares the effective overall permeability of the composite (c.f. Eq. (29)) based on the 
proposed model (lines) and simulation (symbols) for three filler relative particle sizes 
0.002, 0.080, 0.160  . Here, we also show original Chiew-Glandt model (grey continuous 
line) for reference, and for which we consider 44 Barrerfef effD D  , 1.45 Barre rec eff
cD D   as 
well as constant filler volume fraction with o  . Figure 6b, on the other hand, depicts a 
comparison between simulation (symbols) and theory (lines) based on pointwise use of the local 
concentration-dependent permeabilities in each phase in the Chiew-Glandt model, without 
modification of the filler permeability through the new model. For such case, we use the Darken 
equation-based result  
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  (44) 
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following our earlier work [33] rather than Eq. (19) to calculate ( )efD 
  when estimating ( )mD 
  
via Eq. (25). From this point onwards, we refer to the new model as 1Model , while to the case in 
which the filler permeability is directly taken as function of the local pseudo-bulk concentration 
in the composite, without modification through the new approach, as 2Model . Here, the 
NRMSE between simulation and theory is shown for every relative particle size using the color 
convention in the legend.  
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In Figure 6a, theoretical profiles based on 1Model  agree well with those from simulation for 
every particle size, having at most 1.9%  deviation from the exact calculations even for the 
largest filler particle size of 0.160  , for which the particle diameter is nearly 1/3rd of the 
membrane thickness. At the smallest particle size ( 0.002)   considered, the deviation is only 
0.6% , and the simulation curve is also well matched by that based on the Chiew-Glandt model, 
which overlooks particle size-related effects.  
Figure 6. Effect of filler size on the effective overall permeability of the composite, using (a) 
effective filler permeability based on the new model, and (b) pointwise use of the local 
concentration-dependent filler permeability. 
In Figure 6b, on the other hand, the effective overall permeability trends based on 2Model  lie 
significantly below the exact calculations with percentage errors of about 15% . Such deviation 
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indicates that the effective filler permeability is very sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity when the 
system operates beyond the Henry’s law region (c.f. Table 1), as 1Model  only differs from
2Model  in the way the effective filler permeability is calculated. Further, even though we chose 
the Chiew-Glandt model to calculate ( )mD 
  (c.f. Section 3.1), a comparison of 1Model  using 
either the Bruggeman model or the Lewis-Nielsen models, in place of the Chiew-Glandt model, 
to calculate ( )mD 
  is presented in Figure A-1 (c.f. Appendix A) for particle sizes of Figure 6. As 
expected, both models exhibit larger deviations at every particle size than when the Chiew-
Glandt model is used to calculate ( )mD 
 , and in agreement with tendencies in Figure 4. 
Besides this, Figure 6 shows that increase of filler particle size decreases the effective overall 
permeability of the composite. This behavior results from a combination of two factors: ( )i  the 
decrease of the specific polymer-to-particle interfacial area with increase of particle size [58,75], 
and ( )ii  filler phase depletion in the regions adjacent to the MMM ends, due to the exclusion 
region in which no particle centers can lie [33]. Thus, the larger the particle size, the wider the 
depletion region adjacent to the membrane ends in the filler volume fraction profile, likewise 
decreasing the effective local permeability of the composite ( )mD
  in such regions, which 
ultimately reduces the flux across the MMM.  
3.4. Effect of particle size on the effective local permeability 
We next compare the effective local permeability of the composite ( )mD
  profiles based on 
1Model  and 2Model  to simulation at 0.4   in Figure 7, where we consider 0.002   in 
Figure 7a and 0.080   in Figure 7b. We also compare exact calculations to 2Model  using 
uniform filler volume fraction in the Chiew-Glandt model, as conventionally considered in the 
EMT. Here, we refer to this model as 3Model , and for which we solve the transport problem 
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with ( )efD 
  following Eq. (44), while using constant filler volume fraction in Eq. (25) in place 
of the volume fraction profile. Further, we show the error between theory and simulation in 
Figure 7 using legend color conventions of the theoretical trends.  
In Figure 7a, the theoretical profiles based on 2Model  and 3Model  are highly similar, having 
deviations of 16.0%  and 17.0%  in comparison to exact calculations, respectively. This behavior 
is expected because a very narrow depletion region near the ends is produced via 2Model  for 
this small particle size, which has negligible effect on membrane performance. Further, it is also 
seen from Figure 7a that 2Model  and 3Model  profiles lie below the exact calculations, while 
1Model  matches the simulation-based profile with a deviation of 4.5% , which is largely related 
to the scatter of the simulation results. This result indicates the effective local permeability is 
indeed sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity, in particular how this nonlinearity influences the 
effective filler phase transport coefficient.  
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Figure 7. Comparison between theoretical and simulation-based effective composite 
permeability profiles for 0.4  , (a) 0.002  , and (b) 0.080  . 
Comparing Figure 7a and Figure 7b, it is evident that particle size has significant effect on the 
effective local permeability of the composite. 3Model  provides identical trends of ( )mD 

 for 
both particle sizes, while profiles based on 1Model  and 2Model  show less steep decrease in
( )mD 

 towards the membrane ends when 0.080  . Further, in Figure 7b, 3Model  shows the 
largest deviation from the exact calculations of about 35% , as it overlooks the effect of filler 
particle size and the excluded regions at the ends. 2Model , which considers the filler volume 
fraction profile via Eq. (26), but not the effect of inhomogeneity of the driving force on the 
effective filler permeability (c.f. Eq. (44)), is able to predict the decrease near the MMM ends. 
However, the effective local permeability profile based on this model lies well below the 
simulation-based profile with a deviation of about 22% , likewise that of Figure 7a. Here, only 
1Model , which considers nonlocal effects that arise from variation of the field as well as of the 
filler fraction over the space occupied by the filler particles, matches simulation-based profiles 
satisfactorily, with a deviation of 5.7% , illustrating the importance of this development. 
1Model  considers the dependence of transport coefficients on the field variable in a self- 
consistent way, and therefore the resulting position-dependent concentration profile along the 
composite thickness is indeed nonlinear. This is a distinct advance over the conventional use of 
EMT, in which effective transport coefficients are assumed to be uniform, leading to linear 
concentration profiles across the composite. Here, we compare theoretical and simulation-based 
profiles of the pseudo-bulk concentration, ( )mC 

, at 0.4   in Figure 8, where we consider 
0.002   in Figure 7a and 0.080   in Figure 7b. For both cases, percentage deviation 
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accompany theoretical trends using legend color conventions. Further, insets in Figure 8 compare 
theoretical and simulation-based volume fraction, ( )  , profiles.  
In Figure 8a, ( )mC 

 profile based on 2Model  is identical to that of 3Model , both having 
deviations of 3.7% , respectively, in comparison to the exact calculations. While for this small 
particle size, the depletion of the volume fraction is negligible (c.f. inset of Figure 8a), only 
1Model  matches the exact calculations with a deviation of 0.1% . This behavior suggest that, 
even for this small particle size, inhomogeneity of the pseudo-bulk concentration gradient over 
the space occupied by the filler particle has significant effects on the MMM performance. This 
highlights the importance of using the locally-averaged position-dependent effective filler 
permeability based on the non-uniform driving force on the filler particle surface in place of the 
pointwise use of the local concentration-dependent filler permeability via the Darken model. 
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On comparing Figure 8a and Figure 8b, it is evident that particle size has also significant effect 
on the pseudo-bulk concentration field. While 3Model  provides identical trends of ( )mC 

 for 
both particle sizes, 1Model  and 2Model  show steeper profiles of ( )mC 

 in Figure 8b, with 
percentage errors of 0.6%  and 2.8% , respectively. This tendency results from the increased 
volume density of the polymer phase towards the MMM ends, which arises from decrease of the 
lower resistance filler phase in these regions. For both particle sizes in Figure 8, theoretical filler 
volume fraction profiles based on 1Model  are in excellent agreement with the exact 
calculations, having negligible deviation (1.5 3.1%) . Here, the percentage error increases with 
particle size when using 3Model , as it considers a constant volume fraction 0.4  . Further, 
filler volume fraction profiles based on 2Model  coincide with those from 1Model , so they are 
not shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Comparison between theoretical and simulation-based pseudo-bulk concentration 
profiles for 0.4   (insets correspond to the filler volume fraction profiles). (a) 0.002   and, 
(b) 0.080  . 
As stated above, 1Model  differs from 2Model  and 3Model  in the way the intra-particle 
transport is incorporated into the permeation model. While existing EMT-based models are 
grounded on the assumption that a uniform driving force governs the transport through the filler, 
1Model  addresses the influence of a non-uniform pseudo-bulk concentration gradient on the 
effective transport coefficients; this non-uniform driving force is sensitive to isotherm 
nonlinearity and leads to strong particle size effects. To illustrate this, we compare the pseudo-
bulk concentration gradient, mdC d

, profiles for all models and simulation using a relative 
particle size 0.080   at 0.4   in Figure 9, where the percentage deviation between theory 
and simulation is displayed in the same color as the theoretical trend.  
Figure 9. Comparison of the pseudo-bulk concentration gradient for 0.080   and 0.4  .  
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In Figure 9, 1Model  and 2Model  provide similar profiles of the pseudo-bulk concentration 
gradient, mimicking the depletion of the filler volume fraction profile in the regions adjacent to 
the membrane ends. While this result indicates the sensitivity of the driving force to the particle 
size, the nonsymmetrical curvature in both 1Model  and 2Model  profiles is due to of the 
nonlinear dependence of the composite constituent phase permeabilities on the pseudo-bulk 
concentration through the Darken model. Here, 2Model  profile has a deviation of 6.8%  from 
the simulation result, while that of 1Model  is only 2.4%  and closely overlapping the 
simulation-based trend. This tendency visibly shows the sensitivity of the driving force to both 
particle size and isotherm nonlinearity in the constituent phases of the composite. Further, 
3Model  yields a nearly linear increase having a deviation of 17.7%, as it considers a uniform 
filler fraction and disregards both particle size effects and concentration variation at the particle 
scale. 
We note here that while we have assumed no parts of filler particles to cross the surface, the 
magnitude of the changes in filler fraction at the surface will depend to some extent on the 
synthesis process and the polymer-filler interactions. In general, one expects the surface 
depletion to be larger in the presence of strong interactions. Thus, while the composite may have 
non-ideal edges in practice, in which filler particles may be present near the end surfaces of the 
composite, depletion of the filler phase in the regions near the membrane ends will still exist, 
except perhaps with very weak filler-polymer interactions. In case of lower depletion than that 
considered here, a smaller decrease (in magnitude) of both pseudo-bulk concentration gradient 
( )mdC d

 and effective local permeability of the composite ( )mD

 in the regions adjacent to the 
composite ends in comparison to that of Figure 7 and Figure 9, respectively will occur. Thus, the 
effective overall permeability profiles will lie slightly higher than those of Figure 6a. The current 
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theory can account for such effects in the particle distribution through modification of Eq. (27) to 
extend the filler phase depletion to the regions 0     and 1 1    , based on the actual 
filler fraction profile. 
To conclude, Figure 10 depicts a comparison of the resulting position-dependent transport 
coefficients at 0.4   for a relative particle size 0.080  . Here, Figure 10a compares the 
effective filler phase permeability (diffusivity), ( )efD 

, profiles for all models, with the inset 
depicting a comparison of the net flux through the filler particle. Alternatively, Figure 10b 
compares the effective continuous phase permeability, ( )ecD 
 , profiles for all models. For this 
comparison, 1Model  naturally uses Eq.(19) to compute ( )tJ 
  while 2Model  and 3Model  uses 
Fick’s law, as 
 ( ) ( )t ef mJ D dC d   
        (45) 
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Here, no convenient comparison between simulation and theory for 
tJ
  is possible as this 
represents the mean flux through the upper hemisphere of a particle centered at any   and 
requires an extremely large system to capture a statistically significant number of particles in 
every grid interval of the simulation box.  
 
In Figure 10a, the ( )efD 

 profile based on  1Model  has a maximum in the region 
(1 2 ) 1    , also evident in the filler through-flux profile, while for the other theoretical 
profiles the maximum occurs at 1  . This behavior is due to the competing influence of 
increase in intrinsic permeability of the filler with decrease in pseudo-bulk concentration 
(following the Darken equation) on one side, and decrease in magnitude of the driving force, 
( )mdC d
 , in the end regions (c.f. Figure 9), on the other. These competing effects have a 
complex interplay, and lead to a maximum in the through flux at the feed surface, but at an 
intermediate position in the end region on the permeate side.  
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Figure 10. Comparison of theoretical transport coefficients for 0.080   and 0.4  . (a) 
Effective filler phase permeability (inset corresponds to filler through-flux profiles), (b) effective 
continuous phase permeability. 
In Figure 10b, the effect of considering a non-uniform driving force on the effective 
continuous phase permeability is also evident. Here, 1Model  and 2Model  provide similar 
profiles for the effective continuous phase permeability while 3Model  produces a nearly linear 
profile. This behavior indicates that ( )ecD 
  is highly sensitive to particle size. Further, the 
effective continuous phase permeability profiles exhibit behavior comparable to the pseudo-bulk 
concentration profiles of Figure 8b. Both 1Model  and 2Model  reproduce the steep curvature 
change of ( )mC 
  in the MMM ends, in the ( )ecD 
  profiles, which results from incorporation of 
the filler volume fraction profile into the permeation model.  
3.5. Effect of isotherm nonlinearity on the effective overall permeability 
We study the effect of isotherm nonlinearly on the effective overall permeability of the 
composite, effD

, (c.f. Eq. (29)) from three standpoints: ( )i  varying the pseudo-bulk 
concentration in the retentate side of the membrane 
1 1( )mC f RT , ( )ii  modifying the affinity 
constant of the gas in each phase of the composite ( , )c fK K , and ( )iii  changing the corrected 
diffusivity (i.e. mobility) of the gas in each phase of the membrane ,( )oc ofD D . The first of these 
emulates the effect of varying the operating conditions in the MMM, while the latter two more 
directly reflect the effect of the isotherm nonlinearity on the membrane performance.  
First, we study the effect of varying the operating conditions on the effective overall 
membrane permeability. Figure 11 depicts a comparison between theory and simulation for effD

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upon varying the feed fugacity between 
1 1psiaf   
3
1 2.69mo(C )l mm   and 1 50 psiaf   
2 3
1 1.35(C 10 m )molm  for relative particle size 0.080  . Here, all models provide 
quantitatively similar results at low particle loadings, i.e. when 0.2  . Further, profiles based 
on 2Model  deviate from exact calculation with increase of the feed fugacity, and that at 
1 50 psiaf   lie far below the simulation-based profile while 1Model  matches exact calculations 
for all cases, regardless of the value of 
1f . While 1Model  and 2Model  provide equivalent 
results matching the simulations at 
1 1psiaf   (profiles overlapped), 3Model  over-predicts the 
effective overall permeability at moderate and high mean filler volume fractions. This behavior 
is expected, and arises due to the consideration of a constant volume fraction in the formulation 
of 3Model , neglecting particle size-related effects. Moreover, while 3Model  over-predicts effD

 
at 
1 1psiaf  , this tendency vanishes with increase of 1f , to finally under-predict effD

 at 
1 50 psiaf  . This result confirms the sensitivity of the effective transport properties to isotherm 
nonlinearity when the MMM operates beyond the Henry law region 
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Second, we evaluate the effect of varying isotherm parameters on the effective overall 
permeability of the composite. To this end, we consider two cases. ( )i  We decrease fK  by a 
factor of 100 , to the value 
4 32.23 10 m molfK
  , making the filler phase isotherm linear, and 
keeping nonlinear adsorption in the continuous phase for the concentration ranges in which the 
MMM operates. ( )ii  We decrease 
cK  by a factor of 100 , to the value
4 31.01 10 m mol,cK
  
making the continuous phase isotherm linear while nonlinear adsorption is considered in the 
filler for the concentration ranges in which the MMM operates. Further, for the case in which the 
filler isotherm is linear, gas diffusion is dominated by the continuous phase, i.e. the effective 
overall permeability of the filler 0.94 B( arrer)
f
effD   is lower than that of the continuous phase 
1.45B( arrer)ceffD  .  
Figure 11. Effect of the feed fugacity on the effective overall permeability for 0.080  .  
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Figure 12 depicts comparison of the effective overall permeability for a relative particle size 
0.080   between theory and simulation, considering either linear adsorption in the filler phase 
or in the continuous phase, as described above. Here, 3Model  over-predicts the effective overall 
permeability of the composite at high particle loadings when a linear isotherm is used in the 
continuous phase. This behavior is expected since 3Model  disregards the effect of the exclusion 
zones at the membrane ends, arising from finite particle size. Further, 2Model  under-predicts 
compared to exact calculations at high mean filler volume fractions, while 1Model  follows well 
the simulation-based trend. In general, the behavior agrees with tendencies in Figure 11 at
1 1 psiaf   and 1 10 psiaf  , indicating that the effective overall permeability is not very 
sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity in the continuous phase. On the other hand, for the case in 
which the adsorption isotherm is linear in the filler phase, all models provide equivalent 
approximations of the effective overall permeability, while capturing the decrease with increase 
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in the mean filler volume fraction seen in the exact calculations. This behavior confirms that 
effective overall permeability of the composite is indeed more sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity 
in the dispersed phase than in the continuous phase.  
Figure 12. Effect of varying the Langmuirian equilibrium constant in the MMM for 0.080 
. 
For the latter scenario, we evaluate the effect of varying the ratio of corrected diffusivities of 
the continuous phase to the filler phase ( )oc ofD D   on the composite performance. To do so, 
two cases are considered. ( )i  We increase 
ocD  by a factor of 100 , to the value 
11 21.62 10 m socD
 , so that   is increased by a factor of 100  to the value 24  . ( )ii  We 
increase of  by a factor of 100 , to the value 
11 26.73 10 m sofD
 , so that   is decreased by a 
factor of 100  to the value 0.0024  . Further, for the first case, the effective overall 
permeability of the filler ( 44 Barrer)feffD   is lower than the effective overall permeability of the 
continuous phase 145B r er)( a reff
cD  , consequently the effective overall permeability decreases 
with increase in the filler volume fraction.  
Figure 13 depicts a comparison of the effective overall permeability profiles between theory 
and simulation for a relative particle size 0.080  , on varying the ratio of the corrected 
diffusivity of the polymer to the filler ( )oc ofD D  . Here, the effective overall permeability 
profiles for 24   decrease with increase of the filler loading, similarly to those of the linear 
filler isotherm in Figure 12. However, theoretical profiles here move apart unlike those in Figure 
12, which overlap. Moreover, profiles based on 2Model  and 3Model  lie far below the 
simulation-based profile, while that of 1Model  matches the exact calculation. This behavior 
indicates that even when the gas has better mobility in the continuous phase, the effective overall 
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permeability is sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity in the filler phase. On the other hand, 1Model  
and 2Model  provide comparable profiles of the effective overall permeability for the case when 
0.0024  , with overlapping simulation-based results. This result suggest that when gas 
mobility is very high in the filler phase in comparison to that in the continuous phase, sensitivity 
to isotherm nonlinearity vanishes. Nonetheless, the effect of particle size on membrane 
performance remain significant, and therefore 3Model  which overlooks particle size-related 
effects, deviates from exact calculations at high filler loadings. 
Figure 13. Effect of varying the corrected diffusivities in the MMM for 0.080  . 
3.6. Comparison of theoretical and experimental effective overall permeabilities  
In this section, we compare 1Model  estimations of the effective overall permeability to 
experimental permeation data of 4CH , 2CO , 2N and 2O  in MMMs using Ultem
  as continuous 
phase and carbon molecular sieves  CMS  as filler phase (c.f. Table 4 of Reference [66]). These 
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MMMs were reported to have filler particle size (particle diameters) in the range 0.1 m10  and 
membrane thicknesses in the range 30 m60  [42,66]. Consequently, experimental relative 
particle sizes fall in the interval 0.001 0.170  . Here, isotherm parameters of 2CO  in both 
CMS  and Ultem  are reported in Table 1 as well as operating conditions of all MMMs. Thus, 
permeation properties of all gases in the CMS Ultem  MMMs were reported to be measured at 
1 50 psiaf   and 
o35 CT   [42,66], and for which all gases were reported to have nonlinear 
adsorption in both filler (Langmuir isotherm) and continuous phase (Dual-mode isotherm) 
[42,65,68,69,76]. Further, isotherm parameters of 
4CH , 2N  and 2O  in CMS  and Ultem

 films 
are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. For each gas, the corrected diffusivity in 
the filler ( )ofD  and continuous phase ( )ocD  is estimated via Eqs. (42) and (43), respectively, and 
using the experimental values for the overall effective permeability of individual filler ( )feffD  and 
continuous ( )ceffD  phases of prepared membranes reported in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 
Table 3. Langmuir isotherm parameters in CMS  films. 
Gas ofD  
2[m s] fK  
3[m mol]  
s
fC  
3[mol m ]  
f
effD
2[m s] Reference 
4CH  
1517. 1 08   38.18 10  34.38 10  1311. 9 08   [68] 
2N  
1311. 9 00   34.83 10  33.48 10  1211. 2 04   [69] 
2O  
1212. 8 01   32.22 10  34.45 10  1111. 9 08   [76] 
Table 4. Dual-mode isotherm parameters in Ultem  films. 
Gas 
ocD  
2[m s] 
hK  
[dimensionless] 
cK  
3[m mol]  
s
cC  
3[mol m ]  
c
effD  
2[m s]  
Reference 
4CH  
1412. 3 07   12.52 10  33.51 10  23.16 10  1413. 7 01   [42] 
2N  
1311. 2 08   25.64 10  48.60 10  22.32 10  1414. 6 04   [65] 
2O  
1318. 9 06   12.09 10  32.07 10  19.10 10  1313. 6 02   [65] 
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Figure 14 compares experimental (symbols) and theoretical (lines) effective overall 
permeabilities, effD

, with increase of the mean filler volume fraction in the MMMs. For each 
gas, two theoretical profiles based on 1Model  are depicted in Figure 14. These profiles 
corresponds to upper (black continuous lines) and lower (grey dashed lines) bounds of 1Model  
for the effective overall permeability, calculated using extreme values of the experimental range 
of relative particle sizes (0.001 0.170)  . Thus, the upper limit corresponds to a relative 
particle size of 0.001   and the lower limit to 0.170  . Here, the Bruggeman model result is 
also shown in Figure 14 (red dotted lines), as such model was reported to match experimental 
permeation data of 
2CO  in the CMS Ultem
  MMM [42].  
Figure 14. Comparison of theoretical and experimental effective permeabilities for various 
gases in  CMS Ultem
  MMMs. 
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In Figure 14, percentage deviations between the experimental permeabilities and both 
Bruggeman model and 1Model  are also displayed following color conventions of the theoretical 
trends. Here, 1Model  percentage deviations are calculated based on the closest bound. In this 
way, the percentage deviations are based on the lower bound for 
2N  and the upper bound for 
4CH , 2CO  and 2O . This behavior suggest that small particle sizes prevailed in the MMM, as no 
interfacial defect-related effects or filler particle agglomeration were reported [42,66] to have 
significance on the effective overall permeability of the CMS Ultem  MMM.  
Besides, experimental permeation data lie above 1Model  upper bound for 
4CH  and 2CO  in 
Figure 14, and with deviations of 13.4%  and 10.5% , respectively. Similarly, the Bruggeman 
model underpredicts the experimental permeabilities for 
4CH  and 2CO , and having percentage 
deviations of 12.6%  and 7.0% , respectively. Here, despite the percentage deviations of 1Model  
being slightly larger than those of the Bruggeman model, comparison of simulation-based 
permeabilities and estimation based various EMT models for the permeation 
2CO  in the same 
MMM showed that the Chiew-Glandt model better match the exact calculations (c.f. Figure 4). 
Further, the Bruggeman model and 1Model  profiles are nearly overlapping for 
4CH  while for 
2CO , 2N , 2O  those of the Bruggeman model lie above 1Model  upper bound. This comparable 
tendency between the models for 
4CH  is due to the small difference between the 4CH  
permeabilities in the filler and polymer phases ( 6)
f c
eff effD D   relative the permeabilities of other 
gases in the CMS Ultem
  system, and in which 30, 32, 58f ceff effD D   for 2CO , 2N  and 2O , 
respectively (c.f. Table 3 and 4).  
On the other hand, experimental permeation data lie within 1Model  bounds for 
2N  and 2O  in 
Figure 14, with deviations of 6.5%  and 5.5% , respectively. For both gases, the Bruggeman 
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model over-predicts the experimental permeabilities, with deviations 13.2%  and 11.1%  for 
2N  
and 
2O , respectively. While this result highlights the significance of incorporating the effect both 
isotherm nonlinearly and particle size in the calculation of the effective overall permeability, it 
also confirms that the proximity between the simulation-based and theoretical trends of 
Bruggeman model for the effective overall permeability in Figure 4 is particular to the involved 
values of the filler and polymer permeabilities. 
Finally, it is worth noting that even though Vu et .al. [42,66] also prepared MMMs using 
Matrimid  as matrix, we have only used the Ultem  MMM-based experimental permeation data, 
as they found that incorporation of sieve particles in the Matrimid  matrix led to polymer 
rigidification near the local vicinity of sieve particles, reducing the effective overall permeability 
of the prepared MMMs. Such interfacial resistance effects are not included here, but need to be 
considered in further theoretical developments. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a new self-consistent model of transport in dispersed phase systems, 
addressing the influence of filler size and isotherm nonlinearity on the effective overall 
permeability of the composite, in the absence of particle agglomeration and interfacial resistance 
in the polymer. The theory is a generalization of our previous work using linear isotherms [33] to 
systems with arbitrary adsorption isotherms, and has been validated against rigorous numerical 
simulations. Key to our new development is the consideration of the influence of non-uniformity 
of the concentration gradient in the MMM on the effective filler permeability, as the existing 
theories are predicated on the assumption of a homogeneous concentration gradient. Both 
simulations and theory show that the system behavior is well-approximated by the Chiew-Glandt 
model when the dispersant particle size is negligible in comparison to the membrane thickness.  
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The effective overall permeability of the membrane is found to be very sensitive to both 
isotherm nonlinearity and particle size, with theoretical pseudo-bulk concentration profiles 
showing excellent agreement with exact simulations, with deviations within about 0.1 0.6% . 
Moreover, isotherm nonlinearities lead to concentration-dependent permeabilities, and therefore 
to non-uniform concentration gradients, in which an additional source of nonlinearity is the filler 
volume fraction profile, arising from the dispersed phase depletion at membrane ends. Here, the 
resulting position-dependent effective MMM permeability profiles are found to be in good 
agreement with exact calculation, having deviations within about 4 6% , and considering either 
small or large filler phase particle size. Further, increase of particle size was found to steeply 
decrease the effective local membrane permeability in the region adjacent to the MMM ends.  
The effective filler phase permeability is found to be very sensitive to inhomogeneity of the 
external pseudo-bulk concentration gradient, as variation of this concentration field on the 
particle surface provides the driving force for transport through the filler particles. Consideration 
of non-uniformity of the driving force over the particle surface along with nonlocal effects, 
arising from variation of the filler fraction over the space occupied by a particle, leads to strong 
particle size effects, never addressed before. Here, it was found that both effective filler 
permeability and filler through-flux profiles achieve a maximum near the permeate side of the 
membrane, that arises from the consideration of both a non-uniform driving force on the filler 
and the dependence of the intrinsic filler permeability on concentration. 
Variation of gas fugacity in the retentate side of the MMM showed a significant effect of 
isotherm nonlinearity on the effective overall permeability at typical process conditions. Further, 
variation of isotherm parameters and corrected diffusivities (i.e. mobilities) in the constituent 
phases indicates that the effective overall permeability is more sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity 
in the dispersed phase than in the continuous phase. Here, the effect of isotherm nonlinearity 
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vanishes when the gas has very high mobility in the dispersed phase compared to the continuous 
phase; however, the effect of particle size on the effective overall permeability is found to be 
very strong, as increase of particle size decreases the specific filler-polymer interfacial area, 
thereby decreasing the effective overall permeability of the composite.  
Finally, the proposed theory exhibited good agreement with experimental permeation data for 
4CH , 2CO , 2N and 2O  in CMS Ultem
  MMMs with an average percentage deviation of 9.0%
, and for which all MMMs operated beyond the Henry’s law region with nonlinear sorption 
isotherms of all gases in both CMS  and Ultem . This result highlights the significance of the 
effect of isotherm nonlinearity in the calculation of effective overall permeability, as pristine 
EMT-based models (e.g. Bruggeman, Chiew-Glandt, Lewis-Nielsen, Maxwell and Pal models) 
disregards such an effect. We note that in practice other effects such as filler particle 
agglomeration, interfacial resistance at the filler polymer interface, and filler particle shape will 
also affect the performance. These effects are not included here, but will need to be considered in 
further theoretical developments.  
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Figure A-1. Comparison of effective overall permeability of the composite based on simulation 
at various particle sizes, and Model 1, using (a) effective local permeability based on the 
Bruggeman model, and (b) effective local permeability based on the Lewis-Nielsen model. 
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Appendix A. Comparison of the Bruggeman and Lewis-Nielsen models via Model 1 
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Highlights 
 Effective medium theory is modified to include concentration-dependent transport. 
 The nonuniform particle surface concentration drives the transport through the filler. 
 The effective permeability is highly sensitive to isotherm nonlinearity and filler particle size. 
 Isotherm nonlinearity leads to nonuniform concentration gradient across the membrane. 
 The theory is in excellent agreement with detailed simulations. 
 
